Introduction. A mapping1/: X->X of a Banach space X into itself is said [l] to be locally an e-mapping in the narrow sense, if for every xÇlX there exist two positive numbers r)x and ex such that the condition x', x" G S(x, ex) and ||/(x') -/(x")|| < »7* implies ||x' -x"|| < ex, where S(x, tx) denotes the spherical region (in X) with centre x and radius ex.
In [l] M. Altman proved that: If the mapping f(x) =x -F(x), x<ElX, where F(x) is a completely continuous transformation of the Banach space X with range in X, is locally an e-mapping in the narrow sense, then the image/(X) of X is an open subset of the space X. Using this theorem he obtained in ^articular some conditions under which a linear mapping/:
X-»X of X into X is a mapping onto X.2 In this paper, the definition of locally an e-mapping in the narrow sense is slightly modified and some theorems on mappings onto are proved for the so-called polynomial mappings.3 It turns out that for these mappings the assumption that the mapping is locally an emapping in the narrow sense in every point xGX (made in Altman's theorems referred to above) may be replaced by a much weaker assumption.
I. Definition 1. A mapping /: X-> Y of a metric space X with metric pi into a metric space Y with metric p2 will be called an emapping in the narrow sense at the point yG/(X), if there exists a point xG/_1(y) and two positive numbers 77^ and tx such that where S(x, ex) denotes the spherical region (in X) with centre x and radius ex. Note that if/: X-*X is locally an e-mapping in the narrow sense, then it is also an e-mapping in the narrow sense at every point yOEf(X)-but, as can be easily seen, not conversely. We give now some examples of polynomial mappings: 1. A mapping/: X-*Y is called an e-mapping in the narrow sense4 if there exist two positive numbers rj and e such that the condition P2[/(x'), /(*")] <"0, x'i x"ÇlX implies pi(x', x") <e, where pi and p2 denote the metric in X and Y respectively. We shall show that an e-mapping/: X-*Fin the narrow sense of a finite dimensional Banach space X into a metric space F is a polynomial mapping.
Indeed fined on the real line X is an example of a function which is locally an e-mapping in the narrow sense, but which is not a polynomial mapping. In this case we have f(X) ?¿X. Remark 2. From Theorem 3 it follows that if F satisfies the assumptions of Theorem 3, then there exists a point x such that F(x) =x (i.e., F: X-+X has a fixed point).
